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An agricultural extension agent in New Mexico has told the
International Cooperation Administration that he cannot give out
any more free pamphlets because the office is overflowing with

them. Once my girls were old enough to understand the first
fundamental of agriculture, the need to save seeds. If a seed

company wants to sell 20,000 pounds of chufa seed to growers in
South Carolina, they need a warehouse receipt to document that
they have received it. This is also a good place to learn how to
keep records for your land, and keep the record of what you
planted and when. Each concept, methodology and practical

advice can be found in the Sustainable Agriculture books that we
offer in this section.20) Sustainable AgricultureFritz J. Hni, Lszl Pintr

and Hans R. Herren There are several levels of certification for
organic agriculture. Agricultural Business are those business that

produce consumer goods with fewer limitations on the use of
pesticides. Lastly, when in doubt, ask! It may seem obvious, but a
good source of information is the operators manual. The farmer,
perhaps in the form of his or her stores? The units of analysis I
employed in this study was the primary target sites, and all my
data collected from the primary target sites were grouped and

compared. One way to educate people about sustainable
agriculture is by using educational programs. The Department of
Agriculture (USDA) has also taken advantage of the Internet to
promote public awareness about the benefits of conservation

agriculture and for the development of research and extension
programs.
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in organic agriculture, or
organic farming, the use
of fertilizers, pesticides,
fungicides, insecticides

and other chemical
products is strictly

forbidden. thanks to it,
organic agriculture has

achieved a wide diffusion
in the world, encouraging

the use of organic
products by consumers

and farmers, while
protecting the natural
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environment. the organic
farming is an

autonomous, natural,
and ecological way of
cultivating crops, in

which the use of
chemical products is
prohibited, and the

cultivation is carried out
based on the principles

of ecology and the
protection of the

environment. florida
department of
agriculture and

consumer services
employees, university of

florida ifas extension
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agents, 4-h agents and
master gardeners, florida
farm bureau members,
florida cattlemen and

cattlewomen members,
ffva members, fngla

members, ffa teachers,
students and other
agriculture industry
representatives are

invited to read and are
asked to schedule their

classroom visits with
schools at least two
weeks before their

readings. the organic
agriculture is also known

as ecological or
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biological agriculture,
and consists of a

cultivation methodology
that does not use

chemical products and
optimizes the use of

natural resources. if you
want to learn about this
autonomous system in

which meticulous care is
applied to the

environment, you can
consult the texts that we

offer about it.with the
organic agriculture books

you will have the
opportunity to know the
necessary details to put
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this mechanism into
practice, and obtain
completely organic

products.14) teaching
organic farming &

gardeningmartha brown,
jan perez and albie miles
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